Physical inactivity, cardiometabolic disease, and risk of dementia: an individual-participant meta-analysis
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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE
To examine whether physical inactivity is a risk factor for dementia, with attention to the role of cardiometabolic disease in this association and reverse causation, bias that arises from changes in physical activity in the preclinical (prodromal) phase of dementia.

DESIGN
Meta-analysis of 19 prospective observational cohort studies.

DATA SOURCES
The Individual-Participant-Data Meta-analysis in Working Populations Consortium, the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, and the UK Data Service, including a total of 19 of a potential 9741 studies.

REVIEW METHOD
The search strategy was designed to retrieve individual-participant data from prospective cohort studies. Exposure was physical inactivity; primary outcomes were incident all-cause dementia and Alzheimer's disease; and the secondary outcome was incident cardiometabolic disease (that is, diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke).

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
The status of physical inactivity as a risk factor for dementia is uncertain. Randomised controlled trials targeting physical inactivity show no evidence that it prevents or postpones dementia. Observational cohort studies may have overestimated dementia risk associated with physical inactivity as many studies are based on short follow-up times and thus subject to bias caused by decline in physical activity during the preclinical (prodromal) stage of dementia.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
In this meta-analysis of individual-level data from up to 400,000 adults, physical inactivity was associated with increased risk of incident diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke. When reverse causation bias was taken into account, physical inactivity was not associated with all-cause dementia or Alzheimer's disease, although an indication of excess risk of dementia was observed in a subgroup of physically inactive individuals who developed cardiometabolic disease. These findings suggest that intervention strategies targeting physical inactivity alone will have limited effectiveness for dementia prevention.
physically inactive individuals. Those who develop these diseases, in turn, have an increased risk of dementia (the summary hazard ratio varies between 1.3 and 2.2 for diabetes, and 1.3 for coronary heart disease and 2.2 for stroke). On the basis of this indirect evidence, the expected hazard ratio for the association of physical inactivity with dementia would be negligible, varying between 1.05 and 1.14 (see appendix, page 2).

Studies that have examined the direct association between physical inactivity and dementia report much higher effect estimates, the summary hazard ratio being 1.3 to 1.5 for physically inactive individuals. These estimates may be inflated by reverse causation bias, because most studies had a follow-up duration of less than 10 years. This means that physical inactivity assessment was undertaken during the preclinical or prodromal stage of dementia, which is characterised by a decline in physical activity.

To address these uncertainties, we investigated the association between physical inactivity and dementia using individual-level data from 19 cohort studies with long follow-up for morbidity and mortality. A standard method to reduce reverse causation is to exclude outcomes occurring in the initial follow-up period. Thus, we determined the association between physical inactivity and dementia for a population with physical activity measured a minimum of 10 years before dementia onset. In addition, we also examined associations between physical inactivity, incident cardiometabolic disease, and subsequent dementia to elucidate this plausible trajectory of risk.

Methods
Cohort selection and data extraction
We conducted an individual-participant meta-analysis according to PRISMA guidelines. The 19 prospective cohort studies for which relevant data on physical inactivity and dementia were available were identified using an electronic search of the Individual-Participant-Data Meta-analysis in Working Populations (IPD-Work) Consortium, the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/) and the UK Data Service (http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/) (16 January 2018). Exposure search terms were “physical activity” and “exercise” and outcome search terms “dementia,” “Alzheimer’s disease,” and “mortality.” For additional individual-level data, we contacted principal investigators of the IPD-Work consortium.

Inclusion criteria for cohort studies were: prospective cohort study with assessment of physical inactivity at baseline; >10 year follow-up for all-cause dementia or Alzheimer’s disease; and incident dementia cases recorded both during the first 10 years of follow-up and, among those free of dementia at that point, incident cases of dementia during follow-up starting from year 10.

Individual-level data extracted included physical activity, sociodemographic characteristics, lifestyle factors, prevalent dementia and cardiometabolic disease at baseline, and incident dementia, cardiometabolic disease, and death at follow-up.

Assessment of physical inactivity and baseline covariates
Leisure-time physical activity at baseline was self reported. Some studies had general questions about time spent in leisure-time physical activities, while other studies had information on specific types of physical activity (such as brisk walking, jogging, running, cycling, swimming, football). As our main aim was to evaluate the associations between physical inactivity and dementia, we constructed a measure of physical inactivity defined as no or very little moderate or vigorous physical activity or exercise based on the best available information in each study. Examples of definitions of physical inactivity are “less than 0.5 hour of each (brisk walking, jogging, or running) per week,” “no or very little exercise, only occasional walks,” and “sport activities a few times per year or less.” The definitions of physical inactivity in each of the participating studies are included in the appendix (pages 2-5). In addition, for five cohorts in the IPD-Work consortium, a harmonised three-level variable (low, moderate, and high physical activity) was also available.

Age, sex, ethnicity (white v non-white), education/ socioeconomic status (SES; harmonised into high, intermediate, and low), and prevalent dementia and cardiometabolic disease (coronary heart disease, stroke, and diabetes) were also assessed at baseline. Prevalent cases were excluded from the analyses of relevant endpoints. Other baseline characteristics,
treated as covariates, included body mass index (weight (kg)÷(height (m))²) treated as a continuous variable, cigarette smoking (current, former, or never smoker), and alcohol consumption (none, moderate, or heavy).16

**Follow-up for dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, and cardiometabolic disease**

Data on dementia status at follow-up was extracted from national hospital admissions and death registries and reimbursements for medical treatment of dementia, with any mention of dementia in diagnostic codes as described previously.16 The definition varied slightly between studies (appendix, pages 2-5). Dementias were defined using the International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision, (ICD-10) codes F00, F01, F03, G30, and G31, with earlier ICD codes converted to ICD-10 codes.17 18 Codes F00 and G30 were used to define Alzheimer’s disease.

We selected three cardiometabolic outcomes (type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke) known to be related to physical inactivity as positive controls to evaluate the validity of our approach and to examine the trajectory from physical activity to incident cardiometabolic disease and subsequent dementia. We ascertained these diseases from linked electronic health records from hospital admission, discharge, and mortality registers and via reported physician or health records from hospital admission, discharge, the date of physical activity assessment to the first year threshold was chosen because studies with repeat measurements suggest physical activity in people with dementia begins to decline approximately a decade before diagnosis.12 For comparison, similar analyses were performed for each cardiometabolic disease, we used a two-step approach including study-specific analyses with Cox regression in the first step and pooling the study-specific estimates with random-effects meta-analysis in the second. Study-specific hazard ratios and their 95% confidence intervals were combined using Knapp-Hartung estimators for between-study variance (these estimates are reported in the text).28 For comparison, the same meta-analyses were run using DerSimonian-Laird estimators for between-study variance (the default method in many software packages; these estimates are reported in the appendix, pages 13-20).29 Two estimators were used because evidence from empirical and simulation studies suggests that the commonly used DerSimonian-Laird variance estimator can produce biased estimates, particularly in meta-analyses based on small numbers of studies with moderate to substantial heterogeneity,29 and the Knapp-Hartung estimator can be less biased and more efficient.28 We calculated I² and τ to estimate relative and absolute heterogeneity, respectively, among the study-specific estimates (in both indices, higher values denote greater heterogeneity).30

We adjusted the hazard ratios for the association between physical inactivity and dementia and Alzheimer’s disease for age, sex, ethnicity, and education/socioeconomic status (minimally-adjusted), and for body mass index, smoking, and alcohol intake (multivariable-adjusted).

We examined whether the hazard ratio for physical inactivity was non-proportional over the follow-up using pooled individual-participant data from all cohort studies. Two approaches were applied: Cox regression stratified by follow-up period (0 to <5 years, 5 to <10 years, 10 to <15 years, ≥15 years) and flexible parametric proportional-hazards for censored survival data on a log cumulative hazard scale (appendix, page 6).31 32

To address reverse causation bias, the analysis was performed separately for incident dementia during the first 10 years of follow-up (when physical inactivity assessment is likely to fall in the preclinical or prodromal stage of dementia) and incident dementia from year 10 onwards in those without a dementia diagnosis at year 10. The underlying assumption in the second set of analyses (at least 10 years separating physical inactivity assessment and dementia diagnosis) is that the physical inactivity-dementia association is less likely to be biased by reverse causation. The 10 year threshold was chosen because studies with repeat measurements suggest physical activity in people with dementia begins to decline approximately a decade before diagnosis.12 For comparison, similar analyses were performed for each cardiometabolic disease.

**Statistical analysis**

Syntax and detailed description of the statistical analyses are provided in the appendix (pages 5-11). Briefly, each participant was followed from the date of physical activity assessment to the first record of dementia (or cardiometabolic disease of interest), death, or the end of follow-up. In analyses of the associations of physical inactivity with all-cause dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, and each cardiometabolic disease, we used a two-step approach including study-specific analyses with Cox regression in the first step and pooling the study-specific estimates with random-effects meta-analysis in the second.
than meta-analysis of study-specific estimates and were adjusted for study in addition to other covariates.

We also performed several other sensitivity analyses. We assumed that the long term level of physical activity has an impact on disease processes. As the value of a single measurement of physical activity reflects both the usual level and random fluctuations unrelated to disease processes, it will yield an underestimation of the true impact of physical inactivity on dementia. To address this potential source of bias, we corrected the hazard ratios using the Rosner method. To address potential survival bias, we conducted a Fine and Gray competing risk analysis with dementia and death as outcomes. To set the age of disease onset for cardiometabolic disease the same as that for dementia (≈80 years), we repeated the analysis of physical inactivity, incident diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke in a subgroup of participants who were alive and free of these diseases at age 65. To assess dose-response pattern, we used a three-level physical activity measure as the exposure.

Finally, to assess the association of physical inactivity with dementia in relation to cardiometabolic disease (that is, having one or more of diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke), we created two dementia endpoints for participants with no cardiometabolic disease at baseline and no dementia at year 10: (a) incident cardiometabolic disease followed by incident dementia and (b) incident dementia without preceding cardiometabolic disease. We tested whether physical inactivity was differently associated with these outcomes using the $\chi^2$ test (see appendix, pages 7-8). In these analyses, pooled data were used.

We used SAS (version 9.4) to analyse associations between physical inactivity and health outcomes separately in study-specific data. Stata (version 15) was used in flexible parametric proportional-hazards models and R (version 3.3.1) for meta-analyses combining study-specific estimates.

### Results

Of the 9741 studies identified in the three data sources, 35 had a measure of physical activity at baseline and follow-up for dementia (fig 1). In 19 of these studies, the length of follow-up and the number of incident dementia cases were sufficient for analysis of dementia risk within the first 10 years and from year 10 onwards. Fourteen studies used only death certificates to ascertain dementia, and five studies had dementia ascertainment based on electronic records from multiple registers including hospitalisations and medical prescriptions in addition to mortality records.

Of the 404,840 participants included, 171,336 were men and 233,504 women. Mean age at study entry was 45.5 years (range of mean ages across cohorts 36.7 to 54.3), and the prevalence of physical inactivity was 40.5% (appendix, page 12). Mean duration of follow-up for dementia was 14.9 years (range across studies 9.2 to 21.6 years). Over the 6,019,634 person-years at risk, 2,044 incident dementia cases were recorded. For Alzheimer’s disease, 1,604 incident cases were recorded during 5,219,933 person-years (total n=354,143). In a preliminary analysis ignoring potential non-proportionality, the age, sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status/education adjusted hazard ratio for the association between physical inactivity versus physical activity and dementia was 1.16 (95% confidence interval 1.03 to 1.31) (see appendix, pages 13).

### Analysis of non-proportionality

As shown in figure 2, the associations of physical inactivity with dementia and Alzheimer’s disease...
varied over time, being strongest when the follow-up was short and attenuating to the null when follow-up was long. After adjustment for age, sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status/education, the hazard ratio for the association between physical inactivity and dementia was 1.87 (95% confidence interval 1.34 to 2.61) in years 0 to 4.9, 1.30 (1.08 to 1.55) in years 5-9.9, 1.09 (0.93 to 1.27) in years 10-14.9, and 0.87 (0.72 to 1.05) after year 15. The corresponding hazard ratios for Alzheimer’s disease were 1.67 (1.18 to 2.36), 1.24 (1.02 to 1.50), 1.11 (0.94 to 1.30), and 0.82 (0.68 to 0.99). This non-proportionality of hazards (departure from proportionality P<0.001 for dementia and Alzheimer’s disease) supported our decision to split follow-up period into two; the first 10 years of follow-up and from year 10 onwards.

**Association of physical inactivity with dementia in two follow-up periods**

The age, sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status/education adjusted hazard ratio for the association between physical inactivity and dementia was 1.40 (95% confidence interval 1.24 to 1.59) for physical inactivity compared with physical activity when follow-up was <10 years and 1.01 (0.89 to 1.14) for dementia cases occurring after 10 years (an analysis addressing bias due to reverse causation) (fig 3, study-specific results in appendix, page 14). Further adjustment for smoking, alcohol consumption, and body mass index had little influence on the hazard ratios: 1.40 (1.21 to 1.62) and 1.02 (0.90 to 1.14) for the first and second parts of the follow-up. No heterogeneity in study-specific estimates was observed (I²=0%, τ=0, P=0.94 for the first follow-up period and I²=0%, τ=0, P=0.59 for the later period).

A similar pattern of results was seen for Alzheimer’s disease: the hazard ratio for the association between physical inactivity and incident Alzheimer’s disease was 1.36 (1.12 to 1.65) for a follow-up <10 years and 0.96 (0.85 to 1.08) for incident cases from year 10 onwards in those without a dementia diagnosis at year 10 (fig 3, I²=0%, τ=0, P=0.54 for the first follow-up period and I²=0%, τ=0, P=0.79 for the later period) (appendix, page 15).

Figure 4 shows that these findings were robust, as the same difference in hazard ratios between the two follow-up periods was evident in men and women, and older and younger age groups, as well as in those studies in which the prevalence of physical inactivity was high or low. In participants above 60 years of age (mean age 70.8, standard deviation 7.6), for example, we recorded 606 dementia cases during the first 10 years of follow-up and 889 cases from year 10 onwards. The mean age at diagnosis was 84.8 years (standard deviation 6.7) during the first follow-up period and 86.7 years (SD 6.3) during the later period, and the
hazard ratios for physical inactivity were 1.41 (1.18 to 1.68) and 1.04 (0.90 to 1.19), respectively.

The result was not affected by the method of dementia ascertainment (fig 4). With morbidity data (that is, ascertainment of dementia using linked records of hospitalisations and reimbursements for medical treatment of dementia), the hazard ratio for physical inactivity was 1.51 (1.07 to 2.14) in the first follow-up period and 0.97 (0.76 to 1.22) in the later period. The corresponding hazard ratios were 1.41 (1.18 to 1.69) and 0.99 (0.87 to 1.14) when only death records were available for ascertainment of dementia.

Sensitivity analyses addressing competing risk by mortality produced similar findings (appendix, page 19). Furthermore, the results did not change when the dichotomous physical activity variable was replaced with a more graded three-level variable in a subset of five cohorts (fig 5).

Analysis of cardiometabolic disease as a positive control

Figure 3 shows that, in contrast to the dementia findings, physical inactivity was associated with an increased risk of incident diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke in both follow-up periods in models adjusted for age, sex, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status/education (appendix, pages 16-18). Correction for regression dilution in analyses with follow-up starting 10 years after the assessment of physical inactivity replicated this pattern of results. These findings suggest that the lack of association between physical inactivity and dementia in the later follow-up is not an artefact of the methodology.

In relation to all cardiometabolic diseases, there was evidence of a dose-response association in both parts of the follow-up period (fig 5). For example, the hazard ratios for intermediate and low physical activity compared with high physical activity were 1.56 (1.39 to 1.74) and 2.22 (2.00 to 2.47) in the first follow-up period and 1.31 (1.16 to 1.48) and 1.80 (1.59 to 2.03) in the later period. For coronary heart disease, the corresponding pairs of hazard ratios were 1.31 (1.10 to 1.55) and 1.59 (1.34 to 1.89), and 1.09 (0.92 to 1.28) and 1.47 (1.24 to 1.74). Other sensitivity analyses addressing the later onset of dementia relative to cardiometabolic disease also produced similar findings to the main analysis (appendix, page 11).

As shown in table 1, participants with prevalent diabetes, coronary heart disease, or stroke at baseline had an increased risk of developing dementia. The only exception was stroke, which, by causing immediate damage to the central nervous system, increased dementia risk soon after the event but not in those who were free from dementia at year 10. These expected findings support the validity of cardiometabolic disease and dementia ascertainment in this study.

Association of physical inactivity with dementia in relation to cardiometabolic disease

Morbidity and mortality data for disease trajectories were available from five studies (appendix, page 12) and a total of 94,835 participants, of whom 90,038 were free from cardiometabolic disease at baseline and had no history of dementia at year 10. Out of these 90,038 participants, 300 developed dementia
without preceding incident cardiometabolic disease, and 77 first developed incident cardiometabolic disease (diabetes, coronary heart disease, or stroke) and then dementia. As shown in figure 6, there was an imprecisely estimated excess risk of dementia after cardiometabolic disease in physically inactive versus physically active individuals, the age, sex, ethnicity and socioeconomic status/education adjusted hazard ratio being 1.30 (0.79 to 2.14). No association was observed between physical inactivity and dementia with no preceding cardiometabolic disease (hazard ratio 0.91, 0.69 to 1.19). The difference between these two hazard ratios was not statistically significant at conventional levels (χ²(1)=1.56, P=0.21).

Discussion
Principal findings
In our multi-cohort analysis of individual-level data from 400000 adults in Europe and the United States, there was no association between physical inactivity and dementia or Alzheimer’s disease when 10 years or more separated the assessment of physical inactivity and the dementia diagnosis (that is, when reverse causation bias is unlikely). In contrast, physical inactivity was associated with increased risk of incident diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke irrespective of the length of follow-up. There was some indication of a trajectory of risk from physical inactivity to cardiometabolic disease and subsequent dementia. However, this association was imprecisely estimated.

Prior longitudinal analyses with repeated data have shown that physical activity tends to decline in the preclinical or prodromal stage of dementia several years before clinical manifestation of symptoms; this is a major source of reverse causation bias in analyses based on short follow-ups. Accordingly, we found that low physical activity measured less than 10 years before dementia was linked to increased dementia incidence. In light of the previous findings of declining...
physical activity in the preclinical phase of dementia, this association may be biased.

**Comparison with other studies**

The validity of our approach is supported by the fact that our observed associations between physical inactivity and dementia are similar to those from most recent literature-based meta-analyses. The summary effect estimate for physical inactivity was 1.4 (hazard ratio) in the present dataset for the first 10 years of follow-up and was 1.3 (odds ratio)\(^7\) and 1.4 (hazard ratio)\(^5\) in two previous meta-analyses of cohort studies in which most studies had a follow-up shorter than 10 years (13 of 16 and 19 of 21 studies, respectively). A slightly higher effect estimate, a hazard ratio of 1.5, was reported in a meta-analysis of people aged 70-80 years.\(^6\) This hazard ratio is similar to our findings for participants older than 60 in the <10 year follow-up. We believe these associations may be largely attributable to bias arising from changes in physical activity in the years preceding dementia and not from a true causal effect of physical activity on dementia risk.

The associations of diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke with incidence of dementia in our study are also close to those reported recently: the summary hazard ratio is 1.6 in our study versus 1.6 in previous meta-analyses for diabetes,\(^2\) 1.4 versus 1.3 for coronary heart disease,\(^3\) and 2.4 versus 1.7 for stroke.\(^4\) Furthermore, we found that physical inactivity was a risk factor for all three cardiometabolic diseases, in agreement with evidence-based clinical guidelines for prevention of type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke.\(^19\)\(^-\)\(^25\) The concordant effect estimates from our analysis and from previous investigations on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome/follow-up Level of physical activity</th>
<th>No (cases)</th>
<th>No (total)</th>
<th>Hazard ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>Hazard ratio (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>45 545</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28 143</td>
<td>0.89 (0.58 to 1.37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>21 147</td>
<td>1.37 (0.94 to 1.99)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>44 812</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>27 499</td>
<td>0.90 (0.71 to 1.14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>20 411</td>
<td>0.95 (0.74 to 1.22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>44 765</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>27 425</td>
<td>1.56 (1.39 to 1.74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>20 353</td>
<td>2.22 (2.00 to 2.47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>43 441</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>26 138</td>
<td>1.31 (1.16 to 1.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>18 892</td>
<td>1.80 (1.59 to 2.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>45 420</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>27 964</td>
<td>1.31 (1.10 to 1.55)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>20 958</td>
<td>1.59 (1.34 to 1.89)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>44 550</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>27 072</td>
<td>1.09 (0.92 to 1.28)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>20 075</td>
<td>1.47 (1.24 to 1.74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>45 420</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>28 032</td>
<td>1.20 (1.01 to 1.43)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>21 028</td>
<td>1.58 (1.34 to 1.87)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10 years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>44 491</td>
<td>1 (ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>27 167</td>
<td>1.01 (0.86 to 1.19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>20 103</td>
<td>1.25 (1.06 to 1.48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 5 | Hazard ratios from pooled analysis of 5 cohort studies for a 3-level physical activity in relation to dementia, diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke during the first 10 years of follow-up and from year 10 onwards in those without the disease at year 10.
physical inactivity and cardiometabolic diseases suggest that the characteristics of the cohorts or limitations in the assessment of physical inactivity are not an explanation for the lack of association between physical inactivity and dementia in our data.

In contrast to our analyses, some small-scale cohort studies reported long term associations between physical inactivity and risk of dementia, but these findings may be subject to type 1 error (false positive). In a Finnish cohort study of 1250 adults, for example, physically active participants had a reduced risk of dementia (hazard ratio 0.47, 95% confidence interval 0.25 to 0.90), but, unexpectedly, the same participants were at increased risk of diabetes and there was no association of physical activity with blood pressure, total cholesterol, and body mass index. In a Japanese study of 803 community-dwelling elderly adults, physical inactivity was associated with increased risk of dementia (1.28, 0.99 to 1.67), but the association was stronger for Alzheimer’s disease than vascular dementia, although one would expect it to be the other way around. Because of their small size, adding the results from these two studies and from a further follow-up study reporting a non-significant positive association to our meta-analysis of the long term relation between physical inactivity and dementia (cases occurring after 10 years) does not alter our conclusion (summary hazard ratio 1.08, 0.95 to 1.23, for dementia and 1.12, 0.94 to 1.34 for Alzheimer’s disease; appendix, page 20).

**Strengths and limitations of study**

Our study benefits from its large sample size, use of individual-level rather than study-level data in meta-analyses, and methodological triangulation in which multiple statistical approaches led to the same conclusion. Dementia ascertainment was based on electronic health records. This enabled all participants recruited to the study to be included in the analyses, rather than only those who continued to participate in follow-up examinations.

Some limitations to our study may have contributed to an underestimation of the effect of physical inactivity on dementia. We used a single, self reported measure of physical inactivity. This method is prone to reporting bias and does not capture cumulative effects of physical inactivity. We corrected for measurement error in physical inactivity using Rosner’s method, although this may not be sufficient to account for our crude assessment of the exposure. Ascertainment of dementia based on linkage to electronic health records is likely to miss milder cases of dementia.

| Table 1 | Associations of diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke at baseline with subsequent dementia (pooled analysis of five cohort studies) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Exposure at baseline, period of follow-up** | **No of dementia cases** | **Total No of participants** | **Hazard ratio (95% CI) for dementia** |
| Diabetes (n=2196 exposed): | | | |
| All follow-up | 546 | 94 739 | 1.57 (1.06 to 2.34) |
| Follow-up (10 years) | 147 | 94 739 | 1.61 (0.82 to 3.17) |
| Follow-up from year 10 | 399 | 92 638 | 1.55 (0.95 to 2.53) |
| Coronary heart disease (n=414 exposed): | | | |
| All follow-up | 547 | 94 756 | 1.35 (0.60 to 3.04) |
| Follow-up (10 years) | 147 | 94 756 | 1.33 (0.33 to 5.42) |
| Follow-up from year 10 | 400 | 92 646 | 1.34 (0.50 to 3.62) |
| Stroke (n of exposed=355) | | | |
| All follow-up | 547 | 94 835 | 2.39 (1.07 to 5.34) |
| Follow-up (10 years) | 147 | 94 835 | 5.05 (1.86 to 13.7) |
| Follow-up from year 10 | 400 | 92 722 | 1.16 (0.29 to 4.64) |
| Any cardiometabolic disease* (n=2872 exposed): | | | |
| All follow-up | 547 | 94 835 | 1.70 (1.21 to 2.37) |
| Follow-up (10 years) | 147 | 94 835 | 2.07 (1.20 to 3.55) |
| Follow-up from year 10 | 400 | 92 722 | 1.52 (0.99 to 2.32) |

*Diabetes, coronary heart disease, or stroke.
However, several findings suggest that such crude exposure and outcome measures are capable of detecting associations when they exist.\textsuperscript{21} \textsuperscript{23} \textsuperscript{41} We observed the expected long term associations of physical inactivity as measured in this study with cardiometabolic disease. In addition, we demonstrated the expected associations of diabetes, coronary heart disease, and stroke with our outcome, incident dementia. For physical activity and dementia, no robust association was observed even when using an alternative, graded measure of physical inactivity, whereas long term dose-response associations were observed with all three cardiometabolic diseases.

The mean follow-up period for participating cohorts varied between nine and 21 years, with an overall mean of 15 years. This may not cover the entire preclinical phase for dementia as the first changes in dementia biomarkers are sometimes observed decades before clinical symptoms.\textsuperscript{11} However, previous studies with repeated physical activity measurements suggest that preclinical dementia only starts to affect levels of physical activity less than 10 years before the diagnosis of dementia.\textsuperscript{12}

Residual confounding is possible. For example, data on high blood pressure, APOE e4 gene, depression, medication use, substance misuse, and pre-existing neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease and epilepsy were not available in all studies and could not be included as covariates in the analyses. However, unmeasured covariates, such as these, are an unlikely source of underestimation because, due to clustering of risk factors in the same individuals, they tend to inflate rather than mask associations.

Finally, with only 77 cases, our analysis of physical inactivity as a risk factor for a trajectory of incident cardiometabolic disease followed by incident dementia was underpowered. The imprecisely estimated 1.3-fold excess risk for this sequence of diseases among physically inactive participants is consistent with indirect evidence from our study and other investigations on physical inactivity as a risk factor for cardiometabolic disease\textsuperscript{19} \textsuperscript{23} and on cardiometabolic disease as a risk factor for dementia.\textsuperscript{24} If our findings and effect size were replicable, then 280 dementia cases with a history of cardiometabolic disease would be required in future studies to produce a statistically significant association between physical inactivity and incident cardiometabolic disease followed by dementia.

Generalisability of the findings
We used cohort studies from different settings, but there was little heterogeneity in cohort-specific estimates for dementia, suggesting that our findings were generalisable to European and North American populations. Despite the relatively low mean age in the cohorts at study inclusion, our data are not limited to early, potentially more aggressive forms of the disease, as our main findings were replicated in a subgroup analysis of participants aged >60 years at baseline and with a mean age of 85 at dementia diagnosis.\textsuperscript{42}

Conclusion and policy implications
Physical activity is promoted as a simple, widely applicable, low cost strategy that could reduce the burden of diabetes, coronary heart disease and stroke.\textsuperscript{19} \textsuperscript{23} Our findings support this basic tenet of prevention in public health. However, there was little evidence that targeting physical inactivity alone would prevent dementia or Alzheimer’s disease. To confirm these findings, future large-scale studies should assess the cumulative amount of physical activity using repeated, ideally objective measures, such as wearable accelerometers, and extend dementia follow-up until old age or death for all participants.
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